
FRENCH ROULETTE SAMPLE 
CHAPTER 1 

24C, my airline seat, was about as cosy as a tomb.  Gritting my teeth I settled in, shoving the tiny pillow out 
of  the way while sliding my book, knitting and the bagged blanket into the seat pocket in front of  me.  The 
tray table fell on my nose.  Annoyed before we’d even left the jetway, I re-latched the tray and inserted my 
earbuds while firing up the movie channel.  If  I had any hope of  enduring this noisy, germ-ridden coffin of  
the skies I needed endless movies and my knitting.  While I waited through the commercials and promos, I 
viewed with distaste those people in the seats nearest me.  A typical long-haul flight, the man next to me 
spilled over the tiny armrest, the lady across the aisle had already taken off  her shoes and was examining her 
pedicure, and the man behind me had a cough that sounded as contagious as the plague.  Without my 
knitting, I would be forced to origami the in-flight magazine. 

I looked around, longing for the days when airplanes were glamorous.  Now it’s cattle class, and merely a 
means to an end, in this case, Paris. There was no way I could afford first class, and I was too thrifty, in other 
words cheap, to pay for more legroom.  At the end of  the next nine hours of  discomfort, I would treat 
myself  to a fabulous French bistro meal or a skein of  some luscious Bèrgere de France yarn, or both. 

By the time the lights came on signalling our descent, my binging on movies and non-stop knitting had 
produced a headache, a crick in my neck and a simple diagonal scarf  in brilliant turquoise silk.  I stretched as 
best I could in the cramped quarters and looked at the scarf  I had knit so mindlessly.  Half  scarf, half  wrap it 
was perfect for springtime in Paris, just maybe not for me.  My best friend Tessa pointed out, when I showed 
her the yarn in a gorgeous shade of  blue-green, that it goes with nothing I own.  This was yet another 
example of  how easy it is for me to be seduced by yarn stores.  Stuffing the scarf  and needles back into my 
knit knot bag and then into my backpack, I resolved to give it away.  Meg might like it, it would liven up her 
wardrobe.  That would be easier, I rationalized, than keeping it and then having to shop for something to go 
with it.  I hate shopping, and anyway, Tessa would kill me if  I bought any clothes on my own.  Her plan to fix 
me and my wardrobe issues over the winter had hit a roadblock.  We just never found the time, we’d been too 
busy tracking down the murderer of  a neighbour. 

Then, within days of  solving the case when I announced my intention of  taking a holiday, Tessa raised one 
eyebrow but with kindness said nothing.  She knew the problem.  During the investigation, I’d been attracted 
to the Detective Inspector, who I found out was already taken.  To make it worse, his girlfriend was Claire, a 
knitting buddy of  mine.  I decided it was better for me to leave town rather than endanger our longstanding 
friendship.  Distance seemed the best way for me to deal with my feelings.  It was time to ‘get outta Dodge’ as 
they say in the Westerns, or in my case leave the scene of  the crime and the Detective Inspector behind.  
While searching for a suitable bolthole, Tessa suggested Paris.  Springtime in Paris sounded a bit too romantic 
for my mood but still a good place to consider my feelings.  Besides, Paris was infinitely more appealing than 
Kansas.  Even better, there was the possibility of  cheap accommodation.  Meg, Tessa’s friend, was living in 
Paris.  While I didn’t know Meg well, Tessa had urged me to contact her. 

Meg is a knitter and came to our knit nights only a few times before leaving for Paris.  Meg, or rather Dr 
Margaret Ryerson, is a professor of  mathematics at the University of  Vancouver and is currently at the 
Sorbonne in Paris completing her second PhD, this one in music.  It is hard to imagine someone so utterly 



brilliant being an easy person to know, but Meg has the ability to turn instantly from incomprehensible 
scholar to wine bar friend.  When I sent her an email telling her I was thinking of  a trip to Paris I was careful 
to let her know that I would be fine on my own and wouldn’t dream of  intruding on her work.  Her reply was 
immediate and welcoming, ‘come by all means.  I have a lovely sofa for couch-surfing and lots of  time on my 
hands. Don’t tell anyone but my dissertation is finished, and the companion book is at the editors.  I haven’t 
had much chance for sightseeing, and I’m looking forward to some time off  before I have to return home.  I 
still have some work to do for the casinos so you will have time on your own as well.’ 

It wasn’t until after I booked my flight that I started to get cold feet.  Even though Meg was wonderfully 
welcoming, I hoped I wasn’t taking advantage of  her.  I really don’t know her that well, and in the few times, 
we’d met I found her intelligence intimidating.  Particularly as I don't know anything about math or music and 
she is an expert in both.  One on one, without the companionship of  our other knitting friends, a 
conversation could be difficult, if  not impossible.  Other than knitting I wasn’t sure what we had in common. 
I tried to reassure myself, Meg was a good friend of  my best friend, Tessa, so we were bound to like each 
other. 

I knew that Tessa met Meg at the casino where they both worked. While Tessa moonlights as a croupier, 
Meg’s job was a bit of  a mystery to me.  Since I know so little about casinos, I can’t even figure out the slot 
machines, it did not bode well for our having anything in common.  Tessa told me the story of  how they met.  
It was one night at the casino.  Tessa says she thought Meg was acting suspiciously.  Meg called it an ambush, 
claiming Tessa followed her right into the washroom stall demanding to know what she was up to.  
Eventually, Meg admitted to Tessa that she was an undercover consultant on the lookout for scams, especially 
card counting.  Meg thought it was hysterical that the only person to ever question her role in the casino was a 
roulette dealer and not the security team working for the casino. They became good friends. 

In the intervening week, I spent wrapping up my current work projects before I left Port Oxford I made an 
effort to get to know Meg via email.  Gradually, our notes back and forth became less politely stilted and 
more fun and interesting.  By the day of  my departure, I was looking forward to the visit. 

The end of  my fourth movie was rolling to the credits when the announcements began for litter collection 
and replacing of  tray tables and seats.  Slowly we descended into a light rain.  Shuffling off  the plane, towing 
my rolling bag and passing through immigration and customs, I was finally in the airport terminal, the 
tarnished allure of  air travel behind me.  I still had to get into Paris and bought a ticket for the journey to the 
Gare du Nord train station.  Meg was to meet me at the station for the last leg of  the trip on the underground 
to her apartment.  My eyes were red-rimmed and my sleep-deprived brain slow to comprehend the flow of  
French words around me, so I was secretly pleased when I made it into the vast expanse of  the Gare du Nord 
without delay.  My French is of  the schoolgirl variety.  Even though as a child I learned French in a bilingual 
country, the adage is true, if  you don’t use it you lose it. I can read and understand the language but my accent 
is appalling, and conversation is painstakingly snail-like. 

I stepped off  the train adjusting my backpack and dragging my bag behind.  Finding my diminutive friend 
amongst the thousands of  people milling around would not be easy.  Meg is a human dynamo in a five foot 
one-inch package.  Somewhere in her mid-50's, she is stout with a pixie face surrounded by salt and pepper 
hair, inexpertly cut.  Dressing in layers, skirts over slacks with t-shirts under cardigans and scarves, most of  
them are in shades of  brown.  In her winter gear, she reminds me of  an overdressed twinkle-eyed snowman, 



albeit made of  dirty snow.  We were to meet ‘under the main clock', but from where I stood I could see three 
clocks in the arena-sized hall.  On the assumption that it would be easier for her to find me than the other 
way around, I planted myself  under a clock I judged to be in the middle of  the room knowing that at five 
foot eleven inches, I would be easy to spot.  It was an excellent observation point and waiting gave me time to 
adjust to the people and the languages around me.  The ebb and flow of  a dozen languages were highlighted 
by the staccato rhythm of  high heels on the concrete floor. 

The clip-clop sound was mesmerizing.  In my jet-lag induced state, I forgot about Meg and stared at the floor 
around me.  I love shoes.  It is my not-so-secret passion.  My own half  boots were good, the cowhide soft 
and supple with a deep sheen from the waxing I’d given them before my departure.  They were in excellent 
company.  A pair of  leopard skin stilettos with the distinctive red sole of  Louboutin hurried by, followed by 
gladiator style sandals tied so high the laces were lost under a very short skirt.  Shoe heaven, I sighed.  A 
man’s pair of  dark purple oxfords paused nearby reminding me of  Detective Inspector Jack Sommerville and 
his exquisite taste in shoes.  I refocused, if  every pair of  men's shoes reminded me of  Jack, then the distance 
I’d put between us might not be enough.  Glumly I considered whether Timbuktu and a sea of  dusty sandals 
were far enough when a pair of  butterscotch suede ankle boots stopped right in front of  me. 

“Amy!” 

I looked up, forgetting for a moment where I was.  “Oh my God!  Meg, is that you?” 

She chuckled, “Mais oui!” 

Maybe it was lack of  sleep or the foreignness around me, but it was a full minute before I could say anything 
even remotely coherent.  Solid, bohemian Meg was transformed.  Gone were the patchwork skirts and 
sagging sweaters.  Gone was the ditchwater brown replaced by shades of  butterscotch and toffee.  Cute little 
ankle boots with a golden bow swinging from the zipper had replaced her favourite trademark, socks and 
sandals.  I didn’t know where to begin, “I love your boots!  And everything!” 

“Thanks!” She laughed, “Let’s get an espresso before we head home.” 

“Perfect.”  I followed her feeling like the poor relation dealing with the luggage of  an aristocrat.  The short 
walk gave me time to absorb her transformation.  Meg had lost some weight, not a lot but enough to 
emphasize her waist, hips and bust. Her hair was cut in an angled bob that highlighted her cheekbones.  And 
she’d had it coloured a warm brown with tawny streaks. She was womanly instead of  dough-like. Her slacks 
clung to her hips and slimmed to her ankle.  They were finely woven toffee coloured tweed and topped by a 
creamy white blouse with french cuffs and oversized daisy cufflinks.  A knitted wrap in butterscotch, the same 
shade as her boots, was ‘oh-so-French-casual’ draped around her neck.  I’d never felt more awkward. Only my 
boots looked good.  My yoga pants, wrinkle-proof  shirt and waterproof  rain jacket were comfortable for the 
long plane ride, but now I wanted to hide under a train. 

She led the way out the main doors and onto the sidewalk.  The drizzle I noticed on my descent had stopped.  



I slipped off  my jacket and felt slightly less dumpy.  We walked around the corner from the station to a tiny 
cafe.  One table stood on the sidewalk.  Meg brushed past it to enter the dim interior.  I would have liked to 
sit outside as it looked like the sun might peek out, but then I realized my attire screamed ‘tourist’.  Indoors 
was much better.  Did Meg guess?  My question was answered when she said, “Only tourists sit outdoors in 
weather like this.”  She called out “Bonjour Madame” and selected a seat near the rear.  “Madame” came over, 
wiping her hands on a towel, “Oui?” 

“Deux expresso, s’il vous plait.” 

“Une pâtisserie?” 

I was delighted I could follow this French exchange, and at the mention of  pastries I nodded and smiled. 

Meg answered, “Oui, deux. Merci.” 

As Madame hurried away to get our order, I asked, “I didn’t know you spoke French.” 

“Not well and my accent is awful, I’ve been told, but I know enough to ensure that I get good service and not 
day-old bread,” she smiled.  “And I find that speaking with authority helps.” 

I sipped the espresso and felt the caffeine caress my blood.  The first bite of  a tiny almond croissant helped 
as well.  Fortified, I stared across the table, “Meg, I’ll say it again, you look magnificent.  The change is 
absolutely astounding. What happened?” 

“France! Paris! But the real question is why, don’t you think?  Why did I change from a big brown lump of  
fudge into a caramel truffle?”  She laughed at my expression, “I didn’t come up with that description, my 
friend Valerie did.  She says she loves fudge but prefers truffles.”  She paused and with a tiny wave at the 
people around us said, “Look around, you feel it too, don’t you?  The feeling of  being surrounded by 
gorgeous butterflies.” 

I nodded, remembering the train station and all those lovely, elegant shoes.  I knew that what Meg said was 
true, and every word made me want to sink further into my chair. 

“Valerie is very French and sophisticated, not really beautiful but very chic.  In the first few days I was here I 
felt uncomfortable and didn’t know why.  The people I met were nice, and I had my work, so I decided it was 
just the feeling of  being foreign.  No one said anything, but I began to notice French women.  Soon I studied 
them and found myself  unconsciously tugging at my clothes.  One day Valerie casually suggested we ‘go for 



coffee and perhaps she could show me some shops’.  I was smart enough to take her up on her offer.  She 
took me under her wing, and I’ve not looked back.” 

“She also gave me a copy of  that book about why French women don’t get fat.  And I began to understand.  
She says she’ll never fast on cabbage soup, nor will I, but some things in the book make sense.  Like high 
heels.”  She cast a lingering look at her boots.  “You have to work up to stilettos slowly.  I’m only up to a two-
inch heel, but that alone accounted for a ten pound weight loss.” 

“Ten pounds!” 

“And that’s just so far!  Try it.  Wear heels, dash everywhere you go and at the same time make it look as 
though you aren’t rushing.  French women do all the time.  The cobblestones help.  It’s kinesiology,” she 
mused as she sipped. 

I was completely confused, “Blame it on a time warp, but you’ve lost me again.” 

She smiled explaining, “Kinesiology is the study of  body movement.  To put it simply my theory is that by 
walking on the rounded surface of  cobblestones in a pair of  stilettos it won’t be long before the muscles in 
your ankles, calves and thighs are so shapely you’ll want to wear skirts all the time.  I’m still in the early stages 
of  the transformation, hence the low heels and slacks, but I’ll get there!” 

I sipped my coffee and looked out the window of  the cafe.  Men and women hurried by, I couldn’t see their 
shoes, but I knew Meg was right.  Every one of  them was fit.  “And how do these fit into the plan?” I asked 
waiving the last delectable bite of  croissant at her before popping it into my mouth.  She’d already finished 
hers. 

“That, Amy is a miracle.  A French miracle, impossible but true. I have a lovely warm buttery croissant every 
morning with my cafe au lait, and I’m still losing weight.” 

“Is that why you have a new wardrobe?” 

“Partially but really it is entirely Valerie.  She works in the same department I am assigned to at the Sorbonne.  
She is so well groomed, yes an old-fashioned word but it is exactly what I mean, that she seems beautiful.  I 
think she felt sorry for me.  For our first outing, it was a wet day.  I showed up wearing rubber boots and a 
plastic slicker, it was all I had for the weather.  She wore a black trench coat with the belt tied tightly around 
her waist and a silk head scarf  wrapped in the style of  Grace Kelly.  Next, to her, I felt like a big yellow 
banana slug.  She looked at me, not with the pity I deserved, but as a mathematical problem that needed to be 
solved.  I wasn’t hopeful.  You don’t see many Frenchwomen my size, but Valerie was undaunted.  She was all 
three Musketeers rolled into one.  One for all and all for you was her battle cry.” 



“As I got to know her better she explained her philosophy.  People, she said, are as much a part of  the 
landscape as flowers or garbage cans.  When you see a weed-infested flower garden, you are saddened by the 
waste and ugliness, but a brightly painted garbage bin will make you smile.  She says it is each person’s 
responsibility to enhance the landscape.” 

“That makes me feel even worse!  Now I feel bad not only about what I am wearing but that I’m spoiling 
Paris for everyone else. I’m a dandelion in this lovely garden.” 

Meg laughed, “It’s okay, your suitcase gives you an excuse.  After a shower and rest, you will feel better.  
Anyway, it’s worse for me.  Valerie says it is even more important to look after yourself  as you age or you 
become invisible, a lonely and unsightly weed in a bed of  roses.” 

“Well, I’m not leaving your apartment unless it’s very dark so that my clothes don’t matter.” 

We left the cafe and went down the stairs to the Metro.  With every glance, I saw the wisdom of  Meg and 
Valerie’s words.  The ride was short and the car not too busy.  It was not yet rush hour, and most of  the riders 
were tourists.  Unfortunately, I fit right in.  Meg was almost gloriously French. 

Within minutes we were walking along the rue de l’Université to her apartment.  We stopped at a huge and 
impressive set of  iron gates. “This is it, home sweet home!”  As Meg turned the key, she looked down the 
street and waved. 

“Need a new purse?” I asked, following her glance to see a tall woman with a stack of  purses on a blanket in 
front of  her. 

“No, that’s Esme,” she replied, “I’ll introduce you later.”  Once inside the gates, we were in a large open 
courtyard with walkways, planters, trees and bushes.  A gardener was removing faded tulip tops, preparing the 
beds for summer flowers. 

“Bonjour, Henri,” Meg waved at the gardener. 

“Bonjour, Madame Meg.” 

“Henri, this is my friend Amy who will be staying with me.” 



“Bonjour, Mademoiselle Amy.” 

We mounted the stairs to the third floor, “Why are you Madame and I’m Mademoiselle?” 

“I don’t know, my French isn’t that good! It’s the same with the single, double and triple cheek kissing!  I will 
never get it right.  It’s one thing to learn the language, but the cultural clues can be a nightmare.  Anyway, you 
must be Mademoiselle because of  your age so don’t knock it.  Henri is the caretaker, and he’s a doll.  When 
you forget the key, he will rescue you. It is essential that you greet him every time you see him. It’s another 
polite French custom, and they take it very seriously.  Even when you don’t know the person, like when you 
enter a store or cafe, make eye contact and greet the person working there with ‘Bonjour Madame or 
Monsieur.’  That little trick took me a while to figure out, but it makes a huge difference in how you are 
treated.” 

I remembered her greeting the cafe owner and how fast the service was.  “What if  the Madame is a fifteen-
year-old barista?” I giggled. 

“I don’t know!” she laughed.  “I’m still learning myself.  It’s very complicated.” 

“All right, enough Professor!” I laughed.  “I’m exhausted, and you promised a shower and a rest, after which I 
will listen avidly to your lectures.  I may not be able to become a butterfly, but I’d settle for a moth, anything 
is better than what I feel like right now.” 




